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Abstract— Currently cloud computing has been used by many organization, because of its benefits like total cost decrease and ease of access of data. Multi cloud storage is recently being popular through its several advantages. Though there are many benefits by using cloud computing the security breaches make some of the users to step out of using it, as they share confidential data with cloud storage providers but, they may be untrusted. We proposed to develop modified RSA algorithm, which is extensively used in the popular implementations of Public Key Infrastructures. In asymmetric key cryptography, also called Public Key cryptography, two different keys (which form a key pair) are used. One key is used for encryption & only the other corresponding key must be used for decryption. By using RSA algorithm and implementation with the digital signature (DSS), we provide data integrity over a multi cloud. Assurance of data integrity that is data remain as it is on server for long time. In our proposed research we will combine RSA with HMAC function. We provide data integrity in the secure network transaction over a multi cloud. It depends on multi cloud so, to share confidential data between clouds and to prevent them from hackers. We will also generate there digital signature by using different mechanisms. This paper will focus on some of the integrity proving techniques in detail along with their limitations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In IT industry cloud provides three services SaaS, Pass, IaaS. Cloud computing is a network where the user can use services providing by csp on pay per use bases. This kinds of technology helps users for handling resources effectively on-site.so the challenging factor on multicloud is strong data security and transaction mechanism over a multi cloud.

Mostly the data are stored in clouds are highly sensitive. For example, financial records and social networks. Gain the strong security over the transaction on multicloud is very much important.so, in the system provides data integrity and verified valid services to authorized users in multicloud. The process authentication is initiated for all valid transactions that is been performed.

A. Data Security

Everyone wants to use the cloud due to cost saving and new business models. But when it’s come to cloud security. It’s important to understand the different threats landscape that comes into play.

There are complex data security challenges in the cloud: -

1) How cloud service provides securely recycle disk space erase existing data it’s about lack of standard.

2) The new party insider who does not done work for your company and who do not member pf your company but may have control and is visible to your data.

3) There are need to protect the online bank transaction, government, confidential business or regulatory data.

4) The most compliance concern is auditing and reporting.

5) Legal issues relative to such government rules as the EU data privacy directive.

B. Data Integrity Check

integrity check means there are checking the sender send whatever value to receiver will actually receive at that place or not or some modifications are done or not it will be check.in which it will be check the TPA is reliable and independent according to service level agreement(SLA).

There are three steps that manage how the integrity check on cloud:

1) User

User first chose a random parameter to develop the public and the private keys then user will sign the data using the private key to be uploaded to the cloud, then user sends the signed data to the cloud server and deletes its local copy.

Fig. 1: No inside and outside attack

2) CS

CS (cloud server) will compute a hash value from the original data to send it to the TPA, and then takes this hash value along with the data signed in the cloud for verify using the public key. At the end, the CS will inform the user if the data in the cloud modified or not.
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After the cloud server finishes its role, the TPA will be initiated to verify over the cloud server work by taking the hash value from the cloud server. TPA will take the data signed form the cloud and decrypt it with the public key. The decryption result gives the hash value that will be compared along with the hash value that the cloud server compute it in some part. After verification is finished, the TPA will inform the user if the CS was trusted or not.

3) **TPA**

Third Party Auditor can be used to give security and integrity of data. Third party auditor can be a trusted third party that solves the conflicts between the cloud service provider and the client. TPA mainly used to achieve integrity concepts that helps the users to manipulate and examine the data from unauthorized people that interact with the cloud or extract from the data. Encryption and Decryption algorithms are used to provide the security to user while using third party auditor. The third party is used to resolve any kind of problems between service provider and client.

5) **Various Algorithm On Cloud For Security**

RSA is an algorithm for public-key cryptography, involves a public key and a private key. The public key can be known to everyone and is used for encrypting messages. In which the message will be encrypted with the public key can only be decrypted using the private key. User data include encryption prior to storage, user authentication procedures prior to storage or retrieval, and building secure channels for data transmission.

MD5- (Message-Digest algorithm 5), a widely used cryptographic hash function with a 128-bit hash value, processes a variable-length message into a fixed-length output of 128 bits. The input message is broken up into 512-bit blocks whenever the message is passed the length of 512 blocks are divisible. In this sender use the public key of the receiver to encrypt the message and receiver use its private key to decrypt the message.

AES- In cryptography, the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a symmetric-key encryption standard. Each of these ciphers has a 128-bit block size, and key size 128, 192 and 256 bits, respectively. AES algorithm ensures that the hash code is encrypted in a highly secure manner. Its algorithm is as follows:

1) Key Expansion
2) Initial Round
3) Add Round Key
4) Rounds
5) Sub Bytes - a non-linear substitution step where each byte is replaced with another according to a Lookup table.
6) Shift Rows - a transposition step where each row of the state is shifted cyclically a certain number of steps.
7) Mix Columns - a mixing operation which operates on the columns of the state, combining the four bytes in each column.
8) Add Round Key—each byte of the state is combined with the round key; each round key is derived from the cipher key using a key schedule.
9) Final Round (no Mix Columns)
10) Sub Bytes 11. Shift Rows
11) Add Round Key

6) **RSA based algorithm**

RSA involves a public key and private key. The public key can be known to everyone. It is used to encrypt messages. Messages encrypted using the public key can only be decrypted with the private key. The keys for the RSA algorithm are generated the following way:

1) Choose two different large random prime numbers p and q
   Calculate n = pq
2) n is the modulus for the public key and the private keys
3) Calculate the totient: \( \varphi(n) = (p-1)(q-1) \)
4) Choose an integer e such that 1 < e < \( \varphi(n) \), and is co prime to \( \varphi(n) \) i.e.: e and \( \varphi(n) \) share no factors other than 1; \( \gcd(e, \varphi(n)) = 1 \).
5) e is released as the public key exponent

---
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6) Compute \( d \) to satisfy the congruence relation 
\( de \equiv 1 \pmod{(\varnothing(n))} \) i.e.: 
\( de = 1 + k\varnothing(n) \) for some integer \( k \).
7) \( d \) is kept as the private key exponent.

---

**Fig. 5:**

---

7) **The HMAC function**

The definition of HMAC requires a cryptographic hash function, which we denote by \( H \), and a secret key \( K \). We assume \( H \) to be a cryptographic hash function where data is hashed by iterating a basic compression function on blocks of data. We denote by \( B \) the byte-length of such blocks (\( B=64 \) for all the above mentioned examples of hash functions), and by \( L \) the byte-length of hash outputs (\( L=16 \) for MD5, \( L=20 \) for SHA-1). The authentication key \( K \) can be of any length up to \( B \), the block length of the hash function. Applications that use keys longer than \( B \) bytes will first hash the key using \( H \) and then use the resultant \( L \) byte string as the actual key to HMAC. In any case the minimal recommended length for \( K \) is \( L \) bytes (as the hash output length). We define two fixed and different strings \( iPad \) and \( opad \) as follows (the ‘i’ and ‘o’ are mnemonics for inner and outer):

- \( iPad = \) the byte \( 0x36 \) repeated \( B \) times
- \( opad = \) the byte \( 0x5C \) repeated \( B \) times.

To compute HMAC over the data ‘text’ we perform:

\[
H(K \text{ XOR } opad, H(K \text{ XOR } iPad, \text{text}))
\]

Namely,
1) Append zeros to the end of \( K \) to create a \( B \) byte string (e.g., if \( K \) is of length 20 bytes and \( B=64 \), then \( K \) will be appended with 44 zero bytes \( 0x00 \))
2) XOR (bitwise exclusive-OR) the \( B \) byte string computed in step (1) with \( iPad \)
3) Append the stream of data ‘text’ to the \( B \) byte string resulting from step (2)
4) Apply \( H \) to the stream generated in step (3)
5) XOR (bitwise exclusive-OR) the \( B \) byte string computed in step (1) with \( opad \)
6) Append the \( H \) result from step (4) to the \( B \) byte string resulting from step (5)
7) Apply \( H \) to the stream generated in step (6) and output the result.

---

**Fig. 6:**
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

1) Implementing Digital Signature with RSA Encryption Algorithm to Enhance the Data Security of Cloud in Cloud Computing.

Abstract


In this research paper they explain about how data will be securely storage on cloud and how it will be implemented. They implement the digital signature on it with the use of RSA algorithm. In which they are found how digital signature will be implemented by only using RSA algorithm. At very first they use the RSA algorithm for data authentication which are stored at cloud and they also implement the digital signature for verify the users data which are stored on cloud. Thus, mainly there area of research is about provide data storage security on cloud.

2) Secure Cloud Storage Model with Hidden Policy Attribute based Access Control

Abstract
We propose a secure cloud storage model that prominently addresses security and storage issues in cloud. These curity is achieved by anonymous authentication of the users; where the attributes associated with individual users are hidden from cloud. [8] This helps the cloud users to remain anonymous as well authenticated, for this digital signature based authentication scheme is developed. [9] Also, a decentralized architecture is implemented for distributed key management. [10] Further, Query driven approach is developed for hiding the access policies defined by individual user for his data i.e. the access is granted to the requester only if his credentials matches with the access policy. [11] Homomorphism encryption scheme is used for encrypting the data that is stored in cloud. [12] These data are sometimes vulnerable to loss or damages. In order to address this issue, an automatic retrieval mechanism is developed where the lost data is retrieved automatically. [13] Conclusion

In this paper they will focus on data storage and security issues on cloud. They will see some problems on bases of cloud which is types of architecture, access control methods and the authentication techniques. They will reduces this problems over a cloud by implementing multiple KDS structure, in which they will develop a one type of structure that will reduces some problem for security and user authentication on cloud. In that structure the users don’t know about their authenticated and their attributes are hidden from cloud by implementing digital signature algorithm, by using access method they will hide the users individuals files from cloud by implementing query based method. Further they enhance the storage based security issues, such as they will used homophonic encryption techniques for outsourced data. in cloud they will face also some issues related to data lost or leakage. This issue will reduced by implementing string matching algorithm it automatically match the string of data and retrieved easily.

3) Online Signature Recognition using Software as a Service (SaaS) Model on Public Cloud

[14] The signature recognition systems are widely used and measure of security and authenticity in terms of commercials well as official transactions. [15] The exciting signature recognition systems need a high configuration machine to perform multiple operations of feature vector extraction, enrollment and verification. [16] These implementations are generally standalone and implemented on a single server based architecture, in this case even a single point of failure may occur. [17] The standalone application are not scalable. [18] With the increasing number users the biometric implementation has to be scalable and capable of handling large datasets for a large population. [19] In this paper, a highly scalable, pluggable and faster cloud based online signature recognition system is proposed, which is capable of operating on enormous amounts of data, which, in turn, induces the need for sufficient storage capacity and significant processing power. [20] Conclusion:

In this research are they will be described about how digital signature works for authentication on commercial transaction and financial transaction on cloud. they will use the Microsoft azure cloud that make the device is highly scalable, pluggable and faster online signature reorganization system. They will also use SaaS cloud model for verified the user signature and there all signature data will captured using digitizing tablet and they will be stored on blob storage in cloud. They will also provide the sufficient storage capacity and significant processing power for high amount of data. mainly they will implement one significance system that will mostly used in online banking and e-commerce, where handwritten dynamic signature can be used for authentication of transaction.

4) Research and Implementation of Four-prime RSA Digital Signature Algorithm

Abstract

[21] Big module RSA signature algorithm is very popular these years. We try to improve it and get more operation efficiency. We proposed a four-prime Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT)-RSA digital signature algorithm in this paper. We used the Hash function SHA512 to make message digest. [22] We optimized large number modular exponentiation with Recombining in Montgomery algorithm. [23] Our experiment shows that our method got good performance. The security analysis shows higher signature efficiency on resistance of common attacks.

Keywords—RSA encryption algorithm; Four prime; Chinese remainder theorem; Montgomery algorithm; Hash function; Digital signature

Conclusion:

In this paper they will produces the higher computational efficiency of RSA algorithm by using four prime CRT-RSA signature algorithm which combines with some algorithms. Such as, modular exponentiation algorithm and the Chinese remainder theorem to optimize the process of signature. Their research will prove that the four prime signature algorithm is more useful then other known signature algorithm, and it will use for authenticated the transaction.

5) A Survey on Data Integrity Techniques in Cloud Computing

Abstract

[24] Cloud computing which is envisioned as the next generation architecture of IT Enterprise comes into focus when someone thinks about what IT always needs. [25] It is way to increase capacity or add capabilities without investing in infrastructures well as licensing cost on new software. [26] Besides of this advantage there is one major problem that needs to face while keeping sensitive data in cloud. Assurance of data integrity that is data remain as it is, in which they will develop a one type of structure that will mostly used in online banking and e-commerce, where handwritten dynamic signature can be used for authentication of transaction.

Conclusion:

In this research paper they will just focus on how the data integrity works on cloud and how the integrity of the data will be managed on for using various PDP’s they will be reduced there issues on some basis, basically hey will implement the huge amount of data will be securely stored...
for long time on cloud by implementing data integrity on
cloud. Secure network and provide higher efficiency of data.
Thus, they will choose various PDP for verify the data and
POR that is based on selecting random bits on data blocks.
in which they will face some issues.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Old Approach

Step 1: apply key generation algorithm.
Step 2: create digital signing.
Step 3: apply encryption method on that particular dataset by
sender.
Step 4: apply decryption method on that data by receiver.
Step 5: match the signature verified or not.

B. New Approach

Step 1: Apply modified RSA algorithm on sender data
Step 2: Generate public key by sender and encryption is
perform at sender side
Step 3: Generate private key by receiver and decryption is
perform at receiver side
Step 4: Send this data into HMAC function
Step 5: HMAC create a secret hash key and apply it both the
side
Step 6: This two secret hash keys are maintained by the TPA
Step 7: If the hash key is match at sender side or else
receiver side
Step 8: Then authentication function are matched
Step 9: If not match the secret key any one side repeat step 2
Step 10: If Match then repeat step below step
Step 11: Apply digital signature both the side
Step 12: If match digital sign then the user send the data to
the receiver
Step 13: If do not match digital sign of any one side then
repeat step 4

IV. CONCLUSION

In early years there are various technologies are updated by
RSA algorithm. And very high level security achieved by
using RSA and digital signature algorithm. But there are
some limitation that can not provide highly sufficient and
secure transaction of huge amount of data over a cloud. Our
system provides higher efficiency and construct high security
on all types of cloud.in our system we proposed to
develop the RSA higher efficiency algorithm and TPA for
authentication our data over perform transaction on cloud and
apply the digital signature on that TPA through verify
the sender and also apply on that HMAC function for
hashing the key value on cloud, thus, experimental results
showed that the proposed RSA and digital signing
algorithm is more efficient than other signature algorithm
used on cloud.

V. FUTURE WORK

In future work there is a capacity for verifying over the other
services that the cloud performs. It would be preferable to
check over the ability to edit or delete the data in the cloud.
In addition, TPA would be enhanced if there is a serious
proof for its credibility. The verification process could be
done by further techniques rather than the digital signature
to improve the efficiency and security. We can improve the
implementation by enabling the user to enter different kinds
of data to be verified.
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